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(clockwise from top left) Servicing a van at our facility, our 1941 oil truck, mechanics Bill Paiva and Mike Wedge.

and Propane Service Manager

Fleet Maintenance Facility

has named White Mountain Oil

Curtis Reynolds of Conway as

a Vice President for 2017. Reynolds

currently serves as the OESP

New Hampshire/Vermont Chapter

Vice President. He is also as an

Education Committee member and

serves as Treasurer for the Oil Heat

Council of New Hampshire.

Continued on back cover...

WHITE MOUNTAIN OIL & PROPANE

At the very core of our business we are,
indeed, a trucking company. Although we
offer so much more to our customers
(emergency repair service, budget payment
plans, price protection programs, Service
Contracts, etc.) at the very heart of it,
when you need something brought to
your house (heating oil, kerosene or
propane gas), we have the trucks to deliver
that to you.
White Mountain Oil and Propane has
a long-standing investment in our fleet,
beginning with that first home delivery
truck purchased by Ben and Ethel
Saunders in 1941. We do not depend
on subcontracted repair garages, leased

trucks or seasonal drivers. In the harsh
environment of the White Mountains
in the middle of the winter when you
need us most, we are determined to be
responsible for maintaining our own
equipment to best deliver to you.
White Mountain Oil and Propane
operates a full-service, three-bay garage
on East Conway Road where our two
experienced fleet mechanics, Bill Paiva
and Mike Wedge, work full-time to keep
our fleet of more than 50 vehicles in top
condition. Their efforts and our
investment in equipment insure that,
when you need fuel or service,
we will be…always there or you.
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World Crude Oil Market

U P D A T E
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Since crude oil is a major price
component of home heating oil, we all
watch closely the changes in the world oil
energy market. Back in September the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) agreed on a
preliminary deal to reduce output.
However tensions remain between Saudi
Arabia and Iran, and non-OPEC
cooperation (ie: Russia) is very uncertain.
Despite all of this buzz in the OPEC
world, US crude oil stockpiles remain
very strong compared to historic levels.
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2016 Prices
And the EIA (Energy Information
Administration) reported a large, surprise
increase in “lower 48” oil production.
As the numbers of US oil rigs have
been increasing consistently despite
the weak oil prices, our strong domestic
production might be unsupportive
for global supply reduction.
While all the energy world has been on
pins and needles waiting to see what the
next OPEC meeting will, or won’t, bring
in new ways of an agreement to limit the
cartel’s overall production of crude oil,

Our Winter Coat Drive...

A Success!

We want to thank our
customers and members
of the community who
participated in our
“Coats for Kids” drive
this year. A donation
box on our North
Conway showroom floor
collected 121 winter
coats, 15 vests, 11 pairs of
snow pants and “tons” of
hats, mittens, gloves and
2
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scarfs—many handmade
specifically for this program.
Over the past three seasons,
we have collected more
than 400 coats plus snow
pants, mittens and scarfs.
White Mountain Oil
and Propane forwards
these items to two local
nonprofits: Children
Unlimited and the
Revolving Closet.

the US domestic oil and gas industry
passed on a new milestone related to
its other key commodity, natural gas.
According to US Global Platts, the
United States has become a net exporter
of natural gas for the first time in more
than 60 years.
As far as our northern New England
customers are concerned, it is good to
keep in mind, even when crude oil prices
are stable, home heating oil and propane
prices tend to rise in the winter months
when demand is the highest. And this
winter is certainly colder than last. We
have seen a 6% increase in heating degree
days from last year so far.
With that, we have seen heating oil
and propane gas costs rise $0.25 to $0.35
at the terminal since September. We saw
many of our customers opt out of their
winter price cap protection with us this
year, assuming lower prices for the winter.
We encourage everyone to look for
our Price Cap mailings in the spring,
as no one can predict what 2017–2018
will bring.

Ductless
Heat & AC
White Mountain Oil & Propane
sells and installs the low-profile

Daikin Mini Split.
Come by the showroom or call Russell
for more information at 800-600-9031 x123.

FREE Home Heating Fuel for all of 2017
White Mountain Oil Announces Contest Winners
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Curtis Reynolds continued...
Curtis said, “This will provide me with

more opportunity to make sure our

new and current technicians in the

field have the tools they need to keep

up with new technology. The methods

of getting information for new products
and training have changed in the past

few years. Through OESP, we can all

work, learn and share together

through networking.”

As the service department manager

at White Mountain Oil and Propane,

Carbon Monoxide Safety

It’s well known that carbon monoxide from car exhaust can be deadly if not
properly vented to the outside. People can also become sick or die from breathing
the carbon monoxide that may be produced from burning common heating fuels
like wood, coal, fuel oil, kerosene, natural gas and propane. Carbon monoxide is
odorless and colorless, so it’s difficult to detect. There are a few things you can do
to prevent carbon monoxide poisoning:
• Check your appliances and venting systems regularly.
• Install CO detectors in your home.
• Never use your oven to provide heat.
• Never use portable heaters indoors.
• Never use a gas grill indoors.
• Check the vents on your appliances for blockage after every snowstorm.

Even very small amounts of carbon monoxide in the air can be highly dangerous!

Curtis oversees the entire service

crew and the delivery of mechanical

installations to customers. He holds

a Masters license for fuel oil in Maine,

Masters license for both electrical

and plumbing in Maine and

New Hampshire, is fully licensed

for propane and natural gas in both

Maine and New Hampshire, and is

certified for air conditioning.

Save

36th Annual Bratwurst Broil & Open Hou
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THE DATE

June 9, 2017
36th Annual
Bratwurst Broil
& Open House

Stay connected with White Mountain Oil & Propane!

2820 White Mountain Highway
PO Box 690
North Conway
New Hampshire 03860
Permit No. 160
North Conway, NH 03860
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